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This letter is 'being submitted to resolve once and for all the controversy

that has arisen between Brosens et al. 1980 and Rao et al. I98O in this Journal*,

regarding the existence of singularities in the local field factor G(k^>) which

enters in the expression for the dielectric function of a. quantum homogeneous

electron gas. While the former authors show mathematically the presence of loga-

rithmic singularities in G(k,w) at the characteristic frequencies CJ~=|5 i I* the

latter insist on nert having- such singularities. In a paper by Holas et al.1972,

published at the same time, a mathematical analysis of these singularities was

given and we came independently to the same conclusions as Brosens et al.

In the following we shall not repeat the arguments concerning the presence

of the singularities since they have teen given in detail in our papar, but

rather show that the mathematical arguments of Rao et al. are incorrect, and that

when the analysis is done correctly one is led to the presence of logarithmic

singularities in G(k,«).

It is useful to investigate the properties of the function G(kjS») not

only exactly at the special frequency, but also in the vicinity of it, say at

CO=6iXk) +bfiO = (k /z) + k +ock . Instead of the full expression in G(k,«)

it is enough for the present purpose,as has also been stressed by Rao et al.(to

conBider the function

ABSTRACT

We show t h a t the r e p l y of Rao e t a l . t o the L e t t e r of Brosens et a l .

regarding the existence of s ingular i t ies in the local f ie ld factor

G(k,w) i s in er ror . The function G indeed has logarithmic singu-

l a r i t i e s a t CO = | { k 2 / 2 ) i k | as pointed out ea r l ie r by us .
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where 0(x) is the step function.

Eao et al. "proved" that the value of the real part of P(ot) at OC = 0

is finite (see their formulae (4)-{lO) with <J(z) = l). If now one evaluates

the integral in (l), one finds that
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and
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The above result can be obtained either by means of direct integration or by using

the Dirac identity and Schwartz distribution as proposed by Rao at al. The

function F(<*} possesses the logarithmic divergence at \pc\ ~• 0 regardeless

of the sign of ot . In their proof Rao et al. put oc- = 0 at the very beginning

in eqn(l) and then proceed to apply SchwartK formulae. In doing so they over-

looked the role of the step function 8 on the right hand side of eqn.(l).

Thus they took arbitrarily the value 1 for 9(0) although this function is

undefined there. In other words the use of Birao identity and Schwartz formulae

make no sense if the zero of the denominator of the integrand lies exactly at the

limit of the integration range. The mathematical arguments that we have

presented here are rigorous and therefore in our opinion leave no room for

further controversy on this subject.

In the concluding paragraph of their letter Rao et al., in support of

their viewpoint, say "If thia divergence does not get cancelled within the diagram

in a particular order f it cannot get cancelled with the diagrams of higher

orders," That this argument is incorrect - we have shown in our paper (Holas

et al.) by demonstrating that the singularity of the first order diagrams is

cancelled by the sum of the infinite series of the higer order diagrams which

contain increasing number of Green18 functions with the same arguments.

He would like to conclude by pointing out that the first order perturba-

tion theory results of Holas et al. as well as those of Brosens et al. are valid

at all frequencies except at those close to CJ . Moreover, the validity of the

results,because of their pertoirtative nature^is limited to small values of T .
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